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Quantitative Measures

of the Development of Science’

The number of scientiftc papers published each year may be taken
or speciaIised fleld of research. Statistics are obtained and analysed for certain
a s c s , from which it appears that during normal times a general field
such as Physics increases exponentially to a high degree of accuracy. A
specialised fleld, however, such as the theory of Determinants and Matrices, increases exponentially only to a certain point at which the
growth changes to linear variation with time. The growth factor of the
exponential portions is such as to double the amount of literature every
ten or eleven years in both the general and specialised cases. Thc effect
of the wars is studied in detail and it is shown that the loss in literature
is greater than the gain due to increased stimuli. Sudden advances made
by iridkiduals do not seem to affect sigpifican!ly the normal growth of
literature i n a subject.
a rough indication of the activity displayed in any general

Since the usual manner of recording a contribution io scientific
knowledge is ihr6ugh the medium of the scientific paper published
in some learned journal, one might expect that the number of
papers appearing each year would be a useful barometer indicating
the amount of activity during that year, and over the range of
subject-matter f r o m which 8 count had been made.
As is customary in such investigations, it is much cnsier t o
make a measurement than to ascertain just what hns becn measured, and considerab:e caution must therefore be exercised in any
(*) Commuiiication prPsentde au V P Congrh International d Histoire
‘Ies Scicnces, Amsterdam, noirt 1950.
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interpretations of the statistics of publication.' Perhaps the twu
greatest difficulties of this method are in deciding whether any particular paper is included in the field under discussion, and if so.
whethe? it is of sufficiently high standard to be counted as a
UNlT B contribution to knowledge.
The boundaries of any particular province of research are necessarily hazy and shifting, but in certain cases special attention has
been paid to the delinealion of these boundaries for the purpose
of producing some comprehensive bibhgraphy or series of &titracts. If this type of compilation extends over a sufficipt time
interval without much alteration in the basis of selection, it m a y
be conveniently used as a source for the quantitative measures ot
development in the range covered. In the present work two such
collections are studied, the one Q. Physics Abstracts s covering a
wide, general field, and the other a Theory of Determinants and
Matrices dealing with a spwialised branch of mathematical b o w ledge, and based initially on the history of this subject written by
MUIR.
The n o s t convenient practice in the assessment of papers is to
regard them equal weight, in spite of the fact that s o m e are
obviously much more important than others. This will not affect
the use of such a count as an index of activity provided that lhb
distribution of merit amongst the papers remains effectively cons
tant during the period studied. So far as could be ascertained thir
mas certainly the case, although the extension of the range to
include eariier dates would raise grave doubts about the validity of
this assumption.

A GENERAL FIELD(Phgsics A6stracfs) FIGURE
I
The total number of abstracts appearing in this journal s i n e
January 1st. 1900 is illustrated graphically, the slope of the cum
at any date, indicating the rate of production of new papers. The
use of a cumulative total is beneficinl since smoothing is automatically effected without loss of accuracy. The graph falls into a
number of distinct regions.
1920-2937 2 The growth is exponential to a high degree of accaracy during this period between the wars, the actual variation from
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QUANTITATIVE MEASURES OF THE DEVELOPMEXT OF SCIENCE
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AND

NATRlCES)

FIGURE
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The Source of d a b for this study is History of the Theory
Determinants by MUIR, f o r the period 1693-1919,fOlIowed by lniormation collected from Zuntralblatt f i i r fifQthematikand .TfaLhem&
tical Reviews for the intervals 1930-1939and 1940-1949 respectively.
'rile period 11320-1930 is not covered. and no accuracy is c-aimed
f o r the arbitrary interpolation introduced to give c0ntinu:ty to the
diagram.
There are two distinct regions to be considered :
Before 1880 : If MUIR'S data may be accep;ed as reasonably
compleie, aad not redundant during this interval, it may be said
that the growth has been accuraie-y exponential from an effec,ive
epoch of one paper in 1760. This is illustrated on the logariLhinic
graph which approaches the straight line indicating fie norma!
growth curve for a total nuniber of pub-ished papers of only ten.
At this levcl, however, the sample is too small for desnite conclusIor;s to be obtained froix the reaarkab!e regularity exhibited. In
spite of a few papers np1;earir.g i n the interval 1693-1530 it may be
said th2t the accurnuletion of literature in this fie:d cornmeaces a t
about 1760 and proceeds exponentinily until 1880. Within thiz
range the equation of the curve n a y be written as :
Number of papers = Esp W i 7 )

where n is the numker of years clnpsed from 1560.
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Alternatively one may sag that the number of papers, starting

from unity in 1760, doubled every 11.8 years.
The accuracy of curve-fiiting, although striking, is not so good
B, partly bccause of the smal!er sample
used, partly because of greater dif5cu:ty in setting the boundaries
Of the field, and partly fircause of the possible existcnce of other
small hut significant sources of variation.
as with a Physics Abstracts

A f f e r 1880 ;At or about 1880 the character of the curve chsngea
from exponential to linear. Small variations occur from time to
v i e in the linear portion, but on the whole it is evident that the
growth of literature no longer exhibits the character of- normal
growth but is only increasing at a fairly constant rate approximating to that obtaining in 1880. This could be due to a progressively deleriorating completeness in the bibliography used, it is
more likely that Some other explailation is needed to accoant for
thc continuation of this phenomenon over a long period.
The effect of the wars is much less marked than in the previous
example; no disturbance is noticeable in 1914-1918. but b e t w m
1940 and 1945 there is an equivalent gap of about three years.
EXPOKESTIAI,
G ~ o w r i iAND LINF~AR
GROWTX

It would be unfortunate to generalise from merely two examp'es.
but other investigations indicate that many of the features d a cribed above are to be found in other quantitative investigations
of the growth of science and scientific literature. For example
simiIar types of curves arc obtained for the number of British
Patents since the Law Amendment of 1863-1864 and for the membership roll of various learned societies.
In particular a growth constant leading to doubling every ten
or eleven years seems to be characteristic of periods of exponentid
growth, and in the case of specialised fields or activities, these
Periods am followed by t h e transition to Linear growth. In some
cases the field becomes a dead B and growth decreases steadily
towards zero.
Exponential growth is a property of systems in which the
of increase at any time is proportional to the amount already
achieved; in the two cases studied this constant of propo~ionalitY
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is such that the whole of the previous work could have been done
in about sixteen years if publication had proceeded constantly at
the current rate. Linear growth, on the other hand, implies a rate
,f increase which remains constant and independent of the amount
already done.
I.lrhat is it in the form or content of a field that determines
,&ether its growth shall be exponential or linear? In a certain
sense, it may be that the probiem is created artificiaLy by the
imposition of field boundaries upon the general body of knowledge.
TO use the metaphor of geographical exploration, sometimes it is
terra incognita that is being investigated, and sometimes it is familiar territory that is being developed and consolidated, In the
former case the law of growth should be exponekal because each
new discovery brings increascd stimulus, in the lader it is mom
probable that progress would be at steady level, and growth t h e r e
fore linear. There is then the possible explanation that as the
research front advances certain fields become cut off and experience
a change from normal to linear growth. If this linear increase
ultimately slows down it may be because the field is so far behind
thc research front as to receive but little stimuIus for activity.
The same type of explanation may also be stated in terms of
research workers instead of publications. It is reasonable to sappose that the amount published in any year is directly propartiona{
to the number of people engaged in research on the field examined.
Approximate calculations confirm this conjeclure for recent years.
We may therefore interpret the rate of growth as being an indm
of the scientific man-power mobilised around the field studid.
Exponential growth then implies that the expanding subject js
attracting new workers at a rate proportional to the activity in
that subject, linear growth implies that the number of workers is
remaining constant. W e have then the picture of workers being
attracted to the research subjects in ever increashg numbers, and
as the research lfront moves forward, recruiting to some fie:&
slows and stops, so leaving a constant body of workers in those
particular fields. The above interpretations are crude, and in any
complete picture due allowance would have to be made the replacement of old workers by new, and f o r the etfect of a research
schools B on the grow@ of individual fields of study.
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The absence of large deviations from the exponential law indicates that sudden outstanding advances made by individual
research workers do not significantly affect the normal pattern of
growth in the quantitative measure of development in science. The
regularity of the growth should make it possible for reasonab-e
esttmales to be obtained of the a size B of general or specialised
scientific knowledge at any future date. For example one may
extrapolate from present information t o an approximate knowledge of the number of research physicists required ifl t w e n b
years time, or of the size of a scientific library at that same time.
i n both cases, with the usual limitations sf assumcd consLant
growth and the absence of disturbing factors (such as wars) the
estimated magnitude should be just less than four times the
Present value.
h-Iore information is needed to estab5sh or disprove the con>k n c y of the coefficient of increase in exponential growih. If this
is a universal constant of the order of eleven years for doljbiing
to take place this same magnitude must surely be involked in
other measures associated with the development of science, and
some connection may be sought with other types of numerical
estimation.
The change from exponential to linear growth is an i n d i c a k n
of the removal from the research front of the fieid being e x a m ~ x d .
This should enable one to diagnose the nature of changes currently
taking place, and to plan accordingly in the disposition of research
facilities a t university and other laboratories. For example, it wcUld
be interesting to ascerlain whether the present domina-l.ce of
n u d e a r physics has produced a transition to linear growth in
those portions of physical science not directly connected with
nuclear and atomic studies.
Certain sources of error in any quantitative measures 8s ihoss
Proposed must be emphasised. As already pohted out there is some
difficulty in deciding' the boundaries of any given fie!d and in
weighting the value of published papers in that fie-d. There is also
unknown and variable de-ay between the research work and
the publication of the paper or abstract. Another factor to he consih e d is the consolidation of previous knowledge in textbooks and

Sinppora.
Derek J , PRICE.

